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RATING

“The priciest model 
here, the Shark offers the 

greatest length, versatility 
and professional polish” 

Among the heaviest, and certainly the 
priciest, slider in this round-up, the 
iFootage Shark S1 is a work of art. Supplied 
in a sturdy, squared off carrying case, the 
unit comes with two pairs of 22mm carbon 
fibre rails, long and short, which can be 
used separately or combined, giving you 
three possible slider lengths.

The camera plate itself is belt driven, 
meaning that motion is controlled by 
cranking a wheel at one end of the slider. 
Belt tension clips beneath the camera 
plate allow you to take any slack or wobble 
out of the belt, resulting in perfectly 
smooth, precisely controlled movements. 
Additional weight can be screwed into the 

crankwheel to add some extra resistance 
to the movement of the camera plate, and 
there’s an extra-long drive belt included 
in the pack for times when you’re using 
the full 1350mm combination of both sets 
of rails. The need to tense the belt might 
sound like there’s a degree of complexity 
to the Shark, but it’s a simple and speedy 
job to put it all together. In truth, the Shark 
can be mounted and ready for use within 
minutes of being lifted from the bag.

The slider’s mounting cheeseplate 
has a huge selection of ¼ and 3/8 threads, 
allowing you to mount it in a variety of 
positions on a tripod head or directly into 
a set of tripod legs. The rail locks at either 

end have legs, which pivot out and are 
adjustable, which in combination with the 
camera plate’s twin levellers, should make 
it easy to balance the Shark when you’re 
not using it on a tripod or stand.

The iFootage Shark slider comes in two 
versions, a simple bag-and-body only kit, 
or the bundle version we tested, which 
includes the extra rails and belt. Although 
the priciest model in this round-up, the 
Shark also offers the greatest length, a 
large amount of versatility and a degree of 
professional polish that makes it well worth 
the comparatively small extra expense; that 
is as long as you can see yourself needing 
particularly long dolly or push-in shots.

iFootage Shark S1 Bundle
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